
Modern Hexology
by Colleen Borst

PAYMENT

Venmo @ModernHexology

Check Colleen Borst
142 E 62nd St
Tacoma, WA 98404

TERMS

Retail $18 / 2oz bottle

Consignment 
60/40 + shipping

Wholesale
50/50 + shipping
Net 45, $150 minimum

Orders shipped within 15 days
Winter holiday orders must be placed 
by October 15

Samples
1/2 oz potion samples free + shipping

SHIPPING

Unless otherwise discussed
includes insurance

USPS large flat rate box $25

USPS medium flat rate box $16

New: please email and tell us about 
your shop before ordering, Returning: 
please email for orders over $400 
before placing to ensure stock needs.

ModernHexology.bigcartel.com
ColleenBorstConsulting.com

Colleen@ColleenBorstConsulting.com

Although there are well documented uses of magic in folklore, my products are sold as curios only 
and are not a substitute for professional medical and healthcare (physical and mental) and are not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any health condition or disease. Claims for gem and 
plant essence products are based on traditional homeopathic practice and not reviewed by the FDA.

GROUNDED (ESSENCE) - Hematite in amethyst supported by Star of Bethlehem, 
Black Cohosh, Devil’s Club, Amber, and Tidal Forces. Brandy. Crafted under the full 
moon in Taurus.

RECEPTION (ESSENCE) - Potion to support calling in of ancestors, deities, 
and those beyond the veil to receive their messages. Essence of Pomegranate, 
marigold and dandelion supported by spirit quartz, lapis lazuli, labrodorite, owl, and 
northern lights. Brandy. Charged over Slow Holler tarot Death card. Crafted under 
the last quarter moon in Leo.

HEAL (ESSENCE) - Essences of Seal-Heal, Montana Rhodochrosite, Ruby, Rose 
Quartz in gold, Lavender, Pink Tourmaline, Moon Snail, and Blue Hydrangea. 
Brandy. Charged over The Sun Tarot card. Charged under the waning crescent 
moon in Virgo.

GRIEF (ESSENCE) - Essences of arnica, fuchsia, yarrow, rosemary, covellite, polar 
ice, starfish and Icelandic Salt. Brandy. Charged over the Star from the Delta 
Enduring Tarot. Crafted under the dark moon in Libra.

CYCLES (ESSENCE) - Potion for supporting the cycles in life we go through. 
Essences of green sage and cinnamon, athame and antler, blood stone, ruby, 
sapphire, star sapphire, snowflake obsidian, polar ice, northern lights. Brandy. 
Crafted under the full moon in Cancer on winter solstice.

QUEEN OF SWORDS (ESSENCE) - Potion to aid in communication, boundaries, 
and mental clarity. Essences of Hound’s Tongue, Yarrow, Diamond, Sword Fern, 
Athame, Scissors, Fountain Pen, Blue Lace Agate, and Crow. Brandy. Crafted 
under the new moon in Aquarius. Charged over the Queen of Swords (or equal 
correspondences) from various (and mostly queer) tarot decks.

QUEEN OF CUPS (ESSENCE) - Potion to aid in emotional integration, intelligence, 
and clarity. Essences of Lapis Lazuli, Labrodorite, Aquamarine, Barnacle, Black 
Jade, Chalice, Swan, Columbine, Cloudberry, Mugwort, and Tidal Forces. Brandy. 
Crafted under the new moon in Pisces. Charged over the Queen of Cups (or equal 
correspondences) from various (and mostly queer) tarot decks.

GENDER TENDER (ESSENCE) - A gentle and protective potion that offers space in 
which to grow, heal, explore, dream, and unlock. For self and community. Essences 
of self-heal, starfish, northern lights, impatiens, odd birds, skeleton key, black jade, 
compass, peacock ore and barnacle. Charged over the Seeker of Bottles, the 2 of 
Keys, the Seeker of Feathers + Liberation from The Collective Tarot. Crafted under 
the waxing crescent moon in Capricorn. Blessed by Punk Prayers. 

MERMAIDS & SEA WITCHES (ESSENCE) - Potion to help get in touch with your 
inner Sea Witch or Mermaid (please specify). Essences of sea bean, green hair 
seaweed & green lettuce seaweed. Energetic essences concentrated through clear 
quartz of peacock ore, sea glass, clam shells and aquamarine. Vodka. Charged over 
the Queen of Cups from Dame Darcy’s Mermaid Tarot. Crafted under the full moon 
in Aquarius.

More products available, and added to the catalog consistently. Please visit 
ModernHexology.BigCartel.com or email Colleen@ColleenBorstConsulting.com.


